Understanding the properties of processed polyamide 11
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Calculating different cooling rates for injection-molded polyamide 11 enables successful prediction of crystal polymorph details in actual molded parts.

Polyamide 11 (PA11) is an increasingly important industrial polymer. Previous studies have shown that PA11 can develop different crystal polymorphs, depending on the cooling rate and crystallization temperature.¹⁻¹¹ This has implications for injection molding, extrusion, and other polymer processing techniques where bulk properties ultimately result from the aggregate microstructure. However, until now, little has been known about the extent to which the microstructure of injection-molded PA11 depends on the processing conditions. We simulated flow across the cross section of a molded tensile specimen to predict a cooling-rate profile. We then applied a simple thermal analysis to predict the microstructure of the finished part.¹²

Fast scanning calorimetry has shown that PA11 can only crystallize from the melt if the cooling rate is slower than 600 Ks⁻¹.¹³ Faster cooling rates yield amorphous PA11 because the material does not have time to organize before solidification. Rates near 600 Ks⁻¹ will yield the pseudo-hexagonal, less-ordered, smectic-like δ'-mesophase. If the cooling rate is between 100 and 600 Ks⁻¹, PA11 forms pseudo-hexagonal δ-crystals. Cooling rates that are slower than 100 Ks⁻¹ yield δ-crystals that subsequently convert to triclinic α-crystals upon solidification.⁸

We first determined the cooling rate for PA11 in an injection-molded tensile bar by simulating flow and thermal transfer using Autodesk Moldflow 2016.¹⁴ We tracked the flow and transfer at depths of 50, 200, 700, and 1000 μm at specific locations, as shown in Figure 1. We recorded the cooling rate profiles obtained for each node from high to low temperatures as the melt cools in simulation, ending when the melt reaches the same temperature as the mold. Heat transfer varies with the distance from the mold steel, so each of these nodes cools at a different rate. Figure 2 shows the cooling rate profiles for each node as green, red, white, and blue data points at mold temperatures of 25, 50, and 80°C.

The stars in Figure 2 show cooling rate crystallization data from a previous study: as the cooling rate of PA11 increases, the crystallization temperature decreases.⁹ The green, red, and blue dashed lines in Figure 2 show the temperatures at which the stars intersect with the simulated cooling rate profiles and hence the temperature at which our simulated cooling profiles predict the polymer will actually crystallize. For mold temperatures of 25, 50, and 80°C, crystallization occurs at 117–135, 123–139, and 131–142°C, respectively.

To evaluate this approach, we molded physical samples under the same conditions as those studied in simulation. Tensile bars of PA11 from each mold temperature of interest were then sectioned and characterized using wide-angle x-ray diffraction (XRD).

Using XRD, we identified the specific crystalline polymorph (α, δ, or δ') at each location. For brevity, we describe only the 50°C mold temperature sample in detail. At depths of 50 and 700 μm, we expect (from the data in Figure 2) that the polymer will crystallize at 121 and 139°C.
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Figure 2. Simulated cooling rates during injection molding of PA11 at different distances from the mold wall shown by green (50µm), red (200µm), white (700µm), and blue (1000µm) symbols and lines for mold temperatures of 25 (top), 50 (middle), and 80°C (bottom). The star symbols in each plot show temperatures of crystallization of PA11, which were measured as a function of cooling rate in a separate study.\(^9\)

Figure 3. X-ray diffraction patterns of PA11 moldings prepared with a mold temperature of 50°C taken at different distances from the surface of the 50µm (green) and 700µm (blue) fit well into a series of patterns for isothermally prepared PA11 of the same grade sorted by crystallization temperature.

respectively. If so, then XRD data should prove similar between the molded sample and a sample of the same material isothermally crystallized from a pellet. This is indeed the case. Figure 3 shows that XRD patterns from samples extracted from the molded bar (blue and green lines) fit well into a series of XRD patterns of isothermally prepared PA11 samples sorted by crystallization temperature. Other results indicate that the quality of the α-crystal increases with sample depth and also with increasing mold temperature, in both cases due to longer cooling times.

In summary, we have shown the link between traditional isothermal calorimetric studies and the molded microstructure obtained in practice. Although we did not consider the influence of shear effects or flow-induced crystallization, our predictions are nevertheless in striking agreement with isothermal analysis. This indicates that, at least for this grade of PA11 under these processing conditions, thermal effects dominate the crystallization process. It is in principle possible to predict the aggregate microstructure and hence bulk properties of processed PA11. Ongoing studies address the non-isothermal crystallization of this polymer after melt flow.
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